Team Managers Meeting & Draw

15 June 2018

BLED ROWING
Mednarodna Regata International Regatta 2018
Introductions

Bled Rowing Organizing Committee

Peter Fajfar, OC President
Jernej Slivnik, OC Secretary General
Vladimir Meglič, Jury President
Traffic Rules - Training

2 | TRENING - PRED REGATAMI
TRAINING - PRIOR REGATTA PATTERN

START
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neutralna proga / neutral lane

CILJ / FINISH

TRIBUNE
GRANDSTANDS

VESLAŠKI CENTER
BOATHOUSE AREA

OTOK ISLAND

CILINŠKI STOLP
FINISH TOWER
Traffic Rules - Racing

3. MEDNARODNA REGATA IN VELIKA TEKMOVANJA
RACING - INTERNATIONAL REGATTA & WORLD ROWING EVENTS
Training & racing issues

- Training times – regatta course closes 30 min before start of the first race and opens 20 min after start of the last race.

- Lgw athletes and coxwain weighing in the BH (3rd room on left side), 2 hours before start, on Saturday only once required (in the morning).

- Bow numbers distribution in the BH.
Training & racing issues

• Tie down boats, storms are possible in the afternoons!

• Start lists and results available from the Information Office and on-line: www.rowingslovenia.com

• Medals: first 3 crews both days

• Memorial race M4- on Sunday
Logistics, other issues

• Vehicle Accreditations: due to limited parking facilities only one per Team can be issued
• Trailers parking on the meadow outside center – please follow the instructions of the volunteers
• Detour also on the way home!
• TM Meeting on Saturday 30 min after start of the last race of the Morning
• Keep the environment clean!
Weather forecast

- **Friday**: 20-22°C, mostly cloudy, wind NE 4-7 km/h
- **Saturday**: 22-24°C, partly sunny, wind E-NE 6-7 km/h
- **Sunday**: 23-25°C, partly cloudy, wind N-NE up to 6 km/h
- **All days possible storms in the afternoon**
Fairness Committee

Peter Fajfar
Jernej Slivnik
Vladimir Meglič
Iztok Čop
Other Business

Questions?